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POWER SHUT DOWN

Panaji: January 10, 2020
Pausa 20, 1941

A power shut down has been arranged on January 13, 2020 at 11 KV St. Estevam feeder from 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 pm. to carry out maintenance work. The areas affected are St.Estevam Village.

Similarly a power shutdown has been also arranged on January 14, 2020 at 11 KV Diwar feeder from 9.00 am to 2.00 p.m to carry out urgent maintenance work. The areas affected are Saude, Devgim, Gavona, Karabhat, Belbhat, Conaldem, Madel, Chemaran, Sirsat, Kerem and vicinity of Chorao village.

And a power shutdown has been also arranged on January 16, 2020 at 11 KV Diwar feeder from 9.00 am to 2.00 p.m to carry out urgent maintenance work. The areas affected are Sodetim, Pandawada, Kherad, Ambarim and Muddir.
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